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Abstract— Learning-based driving solution, a new branch
for autonomous driving, is expected to simplify the modeling
of driving by learning the underlying mechanisms from data.
To improve the tactical decision-making for learning-based
driving solution, we introduce hierarchical behavior and motion
planning (HBMP) to explicitly model the behavior in learning-
based solution. Due to the coupled action space of behavior
and motion, it is challenging to solve HBMP problem using
reinforcement learning (RL) for long-horizon driving tasks. We
transform HBMP problem by integrating a classical sampling-
based motion planner, of which the optimal cost is regarded
as the rewards for high-level behavior learning. As a result,
this formulation reduces action space and diversifies the re-
wards without losing the optimality of HBMP. In addition,
we propose a sharable representation for input sensory data
across simulation platforms and real-world environment, so
that models trained in a fast event-based simulator, SUMO,
can be used to initialize and accelerate the RL training in
a dynamics based simulator, CARLA. Experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. Besides, the model
is successfully transferred to the real-world, validating the
generalization capability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous driving is an active research area in recent
decades. The most widely adopted solution is the modular
pipeline, which consists of route planning, behavior planning,
and motion planning [1]. Route planning finds a global
route in the road network to guide the vehicle to the
goal based on the localization. Along the route, behavior
planning makes tactical decisions, e.g. lane change, and
motion planning accordingly yields motion trajectory. Both
planners coordinately respond to the traffic situation, which
is in general represented as a set of semantic objects via
visual perception. The advantage of this solution is the
interpretability. However, it requires highly accurate scene
understanding and explicit modeling of all traffic scenarios,
which impedes its wide application.

Learning-based driving solution is motivated by eliminat-
ing the requirements above. It leverages massive data to learn
an implicit representation for a variety of traffic situations.
A pioneering work of end-to-end imitation learning (IL)
is proposed to directly map sensory data to final control
command [2]. The trained network acts as a combination of
environment perception as well as behavior and motion plan-
ner, encoding the traffic situation as a hidden representation.
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Fig. 1: HBMP for autonomous driving: πb is a high-level
behavior planner yielding a tactical decision b̄ for low-level
motion planner πb̄u. The motion planner generates control
command until finishing behavior b̄. After that, a new b̄ is
yielded again.

These methods further inspire the incorporation of the global
localization and routing so that the vehicle can reach arbitrary
goals [3]. To relieve the distribution mismatch caused by IL,
reinforcement learning (RL) is employed to fine-tune the IL
trained network [4], or learn driving from scratch [5]. Results
from these methods show good tracking of the global route,
but weak tactical decision-making, causing the unawareness
of traffic rules and limited maneuvers between road lanes.

In end-to-end learning-based solution, a single network
has to act as the whole modular pipeline. But only low-
dimensional control commands or sparse rewards are utilized
to supervise the learning. Due to this limitation, we consider
that the intermediate behavior planner, which makes tactical
decisions, might not be captured well in the learned model.
Therefore, our idea is to introduce the hierarchical modeling
of behavior and motion in the conventional modular pipeline
to the learning-based solution.

Formally, we state the driving as hierarchical behavior
and motion planning (HBMP) problem, which is shown
in Fig. 1. The behavior layer makes a decision based on
the current observation, e.g. lane change, while the motion
planning layer yields the trajectory to complete this decision.
Comparing with the existing works on learning behavior
planning [6]–[8] using RL, we set to achieve a policy that
optimizes both behavior and motion simultaneously. Consid-
ering the coupled action space of motion and behavior, the
main challenge is the search inefficiency, especially in the
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long-horizon driving task. Therefore, we formulate HBMP
problem as an equivalent high-level behavior learning prob-
lem. The key insight is assigning the optimal costs from low-
level motion planner, i.e. a classical sampling-based planner,
as the rewards for learning behavior. This formulation still
gives the optimal solution to the HBMP problem but reduces
the action space and diversifies the rewards, guaranteeing
a better convergence. Besides, we initialize the RL pol-
icy network trained on CARLA [9] using IL-based policy
trained on SUMO [10] by presenting a sharable sensory
data representation, further accelerating RL training. Finally,
the learned planner is transferred to new simulated and real-
world environments to validate generalization capability. Our
contributions are summarized as follow:
• We model the learning-based driving as HBMP to ex-

plicitly improve tactical driving. RL is applied to solve
an equivalent behavior learning problem whose rewards
are assigned by the cost from the motion planner. In this
way, the final learned policy is still the optimal solution
to HBMP.

• We utilize an IL-based policy trained on SUMO to
initialize the RL behavior policy network trained on
CARLA based on sharable sensory data representa-
tion across simulation platforms and the real-world,
accelerating the training and improving the transfer
performance.

• We validate the proposed planner on CARLA bench-
mark, showing superior performance in both training
and testing scenarios. Besides, our method is able to
actuate a real-world vehicle without fine-tuning the
trained network.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Modular Pipelines

Modular pipelines are the most mature autonomous ve-
hicle solutions. They split the autonomous driving problem
into perception, planning and control [1], [11]. Perception
module parses the environment to sematic objects, which
is fed to planning module to generate safe and efficient
control command. A lot of teams adopt this framework
in DARPA challenge [12], [13], and also for autonomous
vehicle companies [14]. Modular pipelines require very ac-
curate environment parsing and various scenario modeling,
calling for lots of manual labor. In addition, semantic objects
based representation may be vulnerable to perception failure,
and redundant considering the low dimensional control com-
mand, inspiring learning-based methods to explore potential
intermediate representation [15].

B. End-to-End Learning Methods

An intuitive trial for learning-based driving is the end-
to-end method. It directly maps sensory data to control
command using a neural network. There are two lines of
works: the imitation learning-based methods [2], [3], [16]
and reinforcement learning-based methods [17]–[19].

The idea of imitation learning is to minimize the error
between the model output and expert demonstration. In the

early stage [20], these methods are tried on lane following
and obstacle avoidance. More recently, global route and
localization are also incorporated into the network so that the
vehicle is able to reach arbitrary goals [3], [21]. A problem
in IL is the mismatch between training data and testing data.
For example, in the experts’ demonstration data, there is no
data of driving towards the sidewalk. However, in the actual
test, if the vehicle goes towards the sidewalk due to an error,
the model takes unexpected actions because it has not seen
such situations in the training data. Some efforts [2], [16],
[22] are made in an attempt to address this problem, but it
is still open [23].

Reinforcement learning is able to relieve the distribution
mismatch. It follows a trial-and-error fashion. In recent years,
we witness the success of RL on many tasks [24], [25].
Compared with these tasks, autonomous driving has a longer
horizon and larger action space, making the efficiency of
RL exploration a critical challenge. Some works integrate
IL with supervision information from data level [26], [27]
or policy level [4], which provides guidance of exploration
direction for RL. But learning complex behavior, e.g. ma-
neuver, by RL remains a challenge.

The end-to-end methods reduce the requirements for per-
ception and rule engineering by learning a representation
of the traffic implicitly. However, to demonstrate a similar
level of driving as the conventional modular pipeline, a
single network has to model the perception, behavior and
motion planner altogether. Given the low dimensional control
commands as supervision in IL or handcrafted rewards in RL,
it is likely that the network only learns the route tracking with
limited tactical decision-making ability.

C. Hierarchical Learning-Based Methods

To reduce the task complexity for learning, some re-
searchers propose to model the complex and long-horizon
navigation task in hierarchy. There are various hierarchical
structures. Affordance learning methods [15], [28] use a
network to estimate the human-designed affordance instead
of semantic objects, while the planning is still based on
traditional methods. These methods still employ an explicit
handcrafted representation for traffic situations. There exist
studies to learn a model from perception to behavior [6],
[8], [29] using RL based on a set of traffic rewards. These
works separate different levels without joint optimization. In
this paper, we follow the idea of HBMP in order to learn a
representation of traffic situation implicitly and improve the
tactical driving in learning-based solution. The difference is
that we jointly optimize the motion and behavior in HBMP
problem using RL.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Given the state xt consisting of ego vehicle and the traffic
situation, and the control command ut at time t, we define
the system model of the autonomous vehicle as

xt+1 = f(xt, ut). (1)
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Note that we do not have the explicit form of (1). The plan
policy is defined as ut = π(xt). The optimal planning of the
control command with an assigned route is then stated as

arg max
π

γT rT +
∑
t

γtrt, (2)

where rT is the reward of the terminal state at end time T ,
and rt is the reward of the state trajectory during the time
window [0, T ). The optimal plan policy maximizes the total
reward in (2). In general, rT is specified based on whether
the goal is reached, and rt penalizes the traffic rules breaking
and energy or time consumption. As the problem is model-
free, RL solver is utilized. Obviously, such reward design
gives extremely sparse guidance only in the final stage, thus
lots of trials may have almost the same rewards, causing
the inefficiency of RL solver. Even in conventional methods
based on explicitly semantic objects, the search is not very
efficient.

To reduce the complexity, behavior planning is introduced
to restrict the search space. Specifically, we denote a discrete
variable bk as a high-level behavior. Then the plan policy is
conditioned on bk as ut = πbu(xt, bk). As the behavior is a
tactical decision for a longer horizon than control command,
each bk is fixed for a time interval [tk, tk+1). As shown in
Fig. 1, {bk} partitions the timeline into multiple segments. In
each segment, bk remains constant. Then, we have a partition
of (2) as

arg max
πbu

γT rT +
∑
k

γtk
∑

t∈[tk,tk+1)

γt−tkrt. (3)

We introduce a behavior policy as bk = πb(xtk). When a
specific decision is made, say b̄, πbu(xt, bk) becomes πb̄u(xt)
during [tk, tk+1), transforming (3) to

arg max
πb

{γT rT +
∑
k

γtk max
πb̄u

∑
t∈[tk,tk+1)

γt−tkrt}, (4)

arriving at the HBMP formulation of the autonomous driving.
Compared with the original formulation without explicitly
modeling behavior (2), solving (4) can be divided into
stages. The behavior decision only depends on the state. The
conditional policy πb̄u(xt) has reduced search space when
behavior is given. An intuitive example is that planning mo-
tion to a determined target lane, is simpler than planning both
motion and target lane simultaneously. This factorization is
popular in conventional methods, validating the feasibility
[1].

Suppose we have an optimal policy πb̄u(xt), then the
reward is

arg max
πb

γT rT +
∑
k

γtkrk, (5)

where rk = maxπb̄u

∑
t∈[tk,tk+1) γ

t−tkrt, which is calcu-
lated by the optimal behavior conditioned control command
πb̄u(xt).

We find that (5) has a similar form to (2) but has some
important differences:

(i) In (2) the step of the timeline is uniform physical time
while in (5), determined by the time for motion planner to

Fig. 2: Several cases of road state Rt. (a) Both left and right
lanes exist, but only right two lanes can go straight based
on route navigation. (b) Left lane does not exist and only
the current lane can turn left. (c) Left lane does not exist
and only the right lane can go straight. Suppose for all three
graphs, the length of the road is 1000m.

finish b̄. Therefore, (5) can be regarded as a reward function
of a dynamic system with time delay on the behavior level
as

xtk+1
= f∆tk(xtk , bk). (6)

Note that we have an approximation γtk = γk in (5) to arrive
this result. As γ is large, γ = 0.99 in experiments, and the
time interval for each behavior is short, the approximation
does not break the convergence of RL.

(ii) The input bk in (6) is discrete, which has smaller space
compared to the continuous ut in (2). With properly designed
behavior, the RL search may begin with a feasible policy,
though not optimal. It is critical as it yields higher chances
for the positive reward.

(iii) In (5) the instant reward for the system (6) is the sum
of optimal reward during multiple steps. It is likely to have
more diverse rewards for different episodes, thus accelerating
the convergence.

IV. METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the discussion above, we propose two steps
to solve HBMP problem using RL: (i) utilizing an optimal
motion planner to achieve (5), (ii) adopting an initialization
method to generate a feasible behavior planner.

A. State Modeling

There are two parts of the information modeled in the
system state. First, we use a vehicle-centric grid map Mt to
represent sensory data at each time step t. In each grid, the
value is 1 if there is an obstacle, otherwise it is 0. Therefore,
information from multiple range sensors can be integrated
into a unified representation. This part of the information
reflects the obstacles surrounding the vehicle. Note that no
detection and recognition is utilized to parse the sensory data
but only geometric transform calculation.

For single-lane task, Mt and velocity vt are sufficient.
While for the multi-lane environment with traffic rules,
road profile is indispensable. Because the local sensory data
cannot tell the traffic rules to constrain the planner, e.g. lanes
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Fig. 3: The definition of lateral error e and heading error
θe on curvilinear coordinates. The blue arrow is the tangent
vector of the curve.

direction. We crop a local vehicle-centric road map from
the whole road map based on the localization. By parsing
the local road map into profile, we have three types of
information: (i) The existence of the left and right lane, and
the direction of the left, current and right lane, denoted as
[el, er, αl, αc, αr]. Here we include the current lane direction
to tell whether the vehicle is in the correct lane to turn or go
straight in the next intersection. Utilization of both existence
and direction to encode a lane status is to distinguish whether
a lane change is possible. (ii) The status of the next traffic
lights and the distance to the stop line of intersection, denoted
as [lg, ly, lr] (one-hot vector) and ds. ds is normalized by
the distance of the lane segment between two intersections.
(iii) The current speed limit, which is normalized by the
ratio of current velocity to speed limit, δv . Concatenating
the information together, we have the road profile Rt. Several
cases and the assignment of Rt are shown in Fig. 2.

B. Behavior Conditioned Motion Planner

We model 5 behaviors for the behavior planner as bk ∈
{speed up, speed down, change left, change right, keep}.
If the behavior conflicts with the Rt, keep is made
instead. When speed up and speed down are made, a
reference linear velocity vref is assigned by increasing or
decreasing a percentage of the current feedback velocity.
For change left, change right, and keep, vref keeps the
same to the current velocity. To achieve vref , we apply a
linear acceleration velocity trajectory v(t).

The vehicle has to follow the lane for all behaviors. We
also build virtual lanes as in [1] so that keep can achieve
the turn by following the virtual lane. Based on the road
map, we have the centerline of the target lanes as reference
path, e.g. centerline of left lane when bk = change left. As
shown in Fig. 3, we employ curvilinear coordinates to define
the heading and lateral error e and θe. Using the controller
in [1], based on a timestep in v(t), denoted as v, we have
angular velocity ω as

ω =
vκ cos θe
1− κe

− (kθ|v|)θe − (kev
sin θe
θe

)e, (7)

where κ denotes the curvature of the reference lane and kθ,
ke are control parameters. Following this process for several
timesteps, we generate the angular velocity trajectory ω(t).

To avoid obstacles, we follow the idea of dynamic window
approach (DWA) [30] to span a set of initial linear and
angular velocity samples by adding variations in v(0) and
ω(0). Then we generate a set of trajectories {v(t), ω(t)}

Fig. 4: Trajectories generated by our method (green) and
DWA (red) during lane following, change left and turn left.
The lane line is black and the centerline of target lane is
blue.

following the methods above. Different from DWA, this
method keeps all trajectories converging to the reference lane
as shown in Fig. 4. To select the best trajectory with the
minimal cost, the cost function is designed as

cvelocity =

∑
t t

2|vref − v(t)|∑
t t

2
, (8)

cdist =
1

1 +
∑
t |v(t)|

, (9)

cobs =
∑
t

κ1dolon(t) + κ2dolat(t), (10)

where dolon and dolat are the longitudinal and lateral distance
to the obstacles on the lanes and κ1 and κ2 are two negative
weights. The total cost ctotal is the weighted sum of the
three terms, encouraging a safe, low-energy and accurate
trajectory. The selected trajectory is then send to the PID
controller to actuate the steer, throttle and brake. When e
and θe is less than a threshold, the behavior finishes. Note
that we plan the trajectory on Mt, which is an instant state
of the environment without dynamics, so the trajectory may
cause failures. We regard the failure as action failure and
leave it to RL.

C. Reward Definition

As mentioned in Section III, reward engineering for RL is
challenging, especially for long-horizon tasks. Based on the
HBMP formulation, the high-level reward can be built by an
aggregation of low-level rewards. Note that the underlying
problem solved by the motion planner is to optimize ctotal.
We can reformulate the problem as

arg min
πb̄u

ctotal = arg max
πb̄u

λ(ctotal), (11)

where λ is a mapping with negative scaling. Recalling
(5), we assign λ(ctotal) of the executed trajectory in
[tk, tk+1), denoted as λ(c̃total), to the aggregated reward∑
t∈[tk,tk+1) γ

t−tkrt. We approximate γt−tk ≈ 1 since the
behavior interval is short. As the trajectory is obtained by
exactly maximizing the aggregated reward, we have

rk = max
πb̄u

λ(ctotal) = λ(c̃total). (12)

This reward design simplifies RL, since the sampling-based
motion planner is optimal without training. Naturally, any
optimal motion planner can be deployed as πb̄u. The only
difference is that definition of rk should be accordingly
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Fig. 5: An example of the sharable representation Mt. We
build Mt on a curvilinear coordinates defined by the lane
which the vehicle is following. The grids occupied by the
vehicle are marked 1 (orange), otherwise 0 (green).

determined by the cost function optimized in the chosen
optimal motion planner.

For the final state reward rT in (2), we have

rT =


100 goal reached
−50 collision or overtime
−10 red light violation
−1 wrong lane

. (13)

Using such rewards, the policy can be learned more effi-
ciently as shown in the experiments in Section V.

D. Initialization by IL

To further improve RL efficiency, we train a behavior
policy πb(xtk) via IL for initialization. Instead of collecting
demonstration data in the dynamics level simulator, CARLA,
we demonstrate the behavior in SUMO, which is an event
level simulator. In SUMO, the behavior is finished in one
time step, e.g. the vehicle changes its lane one step after the
decision is made. It is equivalent to a motion planner that
can achieve the decision in minimal time. Hence demon-
strating behavior in SUMO by human experts is very simple
compared with CARLA. Denote the demonstration data as
{xk, b̃k}, we use DAgger [31] to train the IL policy loss

min
πb

∑
‖b̃k − πb(xk)‖, (14)

where b̃k is the demonstrated behavior. We use the trained
policy to initialize the network in RL.

The road in SUMO is mostly straight and the heading
of the vehicle is perfectly aligned with the lane direction.
Therefore, Mt built in SUMO is too ideal to generalize to
roads in CARLA and the real-world. To tackle the problem,
we improve Mt using a curvilinear coordinate based defini-
tion as shown in Fig. 5. Note that the center of the deformed
Mt is on the lane instead of the vehicle, the deformed Mt

cannot reflect the lateral and heading error of the vehicle.
Considering that the Mt is utilized for behavior planning,
the lateral and heading error at decision time are small,
since a small error is the finish condition of the motion
planner for the previous behavior. With the representation,
we can achieve a good transfer to CARLA and real-world
environment.

Fig. 6: The architecture of our actor-network with occupied
map Mt, road state Rt as input and behavior willing bt
as output. Mt and Rt are fed into the two branches of
the network and then concatenated and fed into FC. The
architecture of the critic-network is the same as the actor-
network except changing behavior output to state value.

E. Network and Training

Finally, we report the implementation of the proposed
method. We use actor-critic style Proximal Policy Optimiza-
tion (PPO) [32] as the RL framework to learn a stochastic
behavior policy πb(xtk). The input of the network is the
deformed map Mt and the road profile Rt, the output of the
actor-network is the distribution of the behaviors, while of
the critic network is the state value. The architecture of the
actor-network is shown in Fig. 6. The Mt branch consists
of three convolutional and one fully connected layers. The
output of convolutional layers is flattened into the fully
connected layers (FCs) to keep balance with the dimensions
of Rt. The Rt branch is multi-layer FCs. The outputs of
two branches are concatenated and fed into the final FCs.
Softmax is used after the output layer. The critic network
has the same architecture except for the last layer, where
the softmax is not assigned. The hyper-parameters of the
network training are Batchsize = 32, LRa = 0.0001,
LRc = 0.0005 and εCLIP = 0.2.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We train our model on CARLA [9]. Unlike most existing
works training models in Town1, we train the model in
Town3, which has richer road profiles e.g. multiple lanes.
For each episode, the ego-vehicle is randomly born, and the
goal is also randomly generated in the lane. A∗ is used to
plan a global route as reference. Once the target is reached
or the traffic rules are violated, an episode is terminated. We
run 6000 episodes to train the model.

The actor-network is trained on SUMO [10] for initializa-
tion. To be similar to CARLA, we build a town with multi-
lane roads with various traffic scenarios. In DAgger [31],
the probability of choosing human output for control is α
and the probability of choosing the model is 1 − α. In the
beginning, α = 0.95, and after 3000 episodes of training, α
gradually decreases to 0.

The proposed method is implemented on Tensorflow [33].
In CARLA, the average frequency of decision-making is 1
Hz while the frequency of motion planning is 10 Hz. In
SUMO, the frequency of decision-making is 10 Hz. The CPU
for training is Intel i7-8700 and the GPU is GTX-1070.
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A. Ablation Studies

Initialization with IL. Firstly, we show the loss and
reward curves for DAgger in Fig. 7(a). With the training, loss
tends to converge. In the beginning, the reward is high, since
most decisions are made by the human. The reward drops as
the network decision is chosen with a higher probability.
Then we see that the reward gradually turns back to a
similar level to that at the beginning, demonstrating the
convergence of the IL model. We use the trained model to
initialize the actor-network in RL. In Fig. 7(b), we use rT
and rT +

∑
t rt as indicators to visualize the learning. With

random initialization, the policy achieves increasing reward
but constantly lower than that of SUMO initialized policy.
SUMO initialized policies even keep increasing after 6000
episodes. We find that the random initialized policy is almost
a global route tracker without lane changes. In addition, with
the proposed deformed Mt, the policy achieves higher reward
than the non-deformed Mt, indicating the importance of
deformed Mt for transfer. Without deformation, the reward
curves begin at a similar level to that of random initialized
policy but increase later, showing that non-deformed repre-
sentation may slightly contribute to the transfer.

Effectiveness of HBMP. We first validate the feasibility
of

∑
t rt aggregated from motion planning. We still use the

rT and rT +
∑
t rt as indicators. As the two reward curves

have similar trends in both Fig. 7(b) and (c), we know the
two types of reward are correlated, suggesting that training
with rT +

∑
t rt is able to increase rT .

Then we employ a baseline method, which directly maps
input to u without hierarchical modeling. It is trained using
rT +

∑
t rt except for (8) as no reference velocity is made

from behavior level. We see that almost no ascending trend
is shown in Fig. 7(c). In comparison, HBMP policy with ran-
dom initialization in Fig. 7(b) achieves significantly higher
reward than the baseline method, showing the importance of
hierarchical modeling to reduce the action space. By formu-
lating the problem in hierarchy with a good initialization,
we still have better convergence even only sparse reward
rT is utilized for training (HBMP-S policy). Note that the
proposed HBMP policy has the best performance, which
owes to more diverse and denser rewards.

Goal reach. Furthermore, we evaluate HBMP and HBMP-
S policies for goal reach in both training (Town3) and test
map (Town5) as shown in Fig. 8. We run each model for
100 times. The results show that HBMP policy gives superior
results in both training and test map compared with HBMP-S
policy.

B. CARLA Benchmark Evaluation

Comparative study. We compare our HBMP policy with
several state-of-the-art policies on CARLA benchmark. The
model is tested 40 times on four tasks, i.e. Straight, One turn,
Navigation and Navigation with dynamic obstacles in Town1
and Town2 respectively. The results are shown on Tab. I.
All methods except ours are trained in Town1 and tested in
Town2, while our model is trained in Town3, so Town1 and
Town2 are both test environments. In the results, our method

achieves a 100% success rate in static environment. Even
dynamics present, our method still achieves a 95% success
rate in Town1 and 88% success rate in Town2, much higher
than other methods.

Traffic indicators. In order to further evaluate the gen-
eralization, we run 40 times random goal reach tasks for
HBMP policy from Town1 to Town5 and count the number
of goal reach, wrong lanes, collisions, and red light violation,
as shown in Fig. 9. Our model gets the highest success rate
in Town3, which is the training environment. In general,
our model achieves success rate more than 85% in all
maps, which verifies the generalization of our model. Some
driving cases are shown in Fig. 10, including various driving
tasks such as turning, single-lane driving, multi-lane driving,
waiting for green light and overtaking.

C. Real-World Vehicle Test

The setup of our real-world experiments is shown in Fig.
11. We built a road map of campus and plan a global route
to guide the HBMP policy. The vehicle is equipped with
RTK-INS for localization and 3D Lidar for perception. A
laptop with Intel i5-9300H CPU and GTX-1650 GPU is
used for onboard processing and sends the control signal
to the vehicle CAN bus. The behavior network is directly
transferred without tuning. We only tune some parameters
of the motion planner to adapt to the vehicle.

The testing road has double lanes with a total length of
700m, including straight lanes, curve lanes, and intersec-
tions. We test our method in both natural and designed sce-
narios. There are few pedestrians and vehicles in the natural
scenario. In the designed scenario, a cyclist is employed as
a traffic participant to test the model in dynamic scenes. To
ensure safety, we fix the maximal velocity as 15km/h.

No human intervention is delivered during the whole
test. In the natural scene, since the ego-vehicle is slow, no
overtaking is executed. The HBMP policy keeps the vehicle
in the lane to track the global route in all shapes of lanes. In
the designed scene, the vehicle overtakes the cyclist several
times, validating the correct lane change decisions of the
HBMP policy in the real-world. Two cases for change left
and change right are shown in Fig. 12. Note that no
cyclist recognition is utilized in the whole pipeline, but
only occupied map directly extracted from lidar data. As
the cyclist intentionally blocks the vehicle, speed down and
speed up are made for many times since no such traffic
participant exists in the simulation. Still, no abrupt braking
is made.

D. Discussion

From the experiment, we find that HBMP policy per-
forms well in simulation and generalization in real-world
environment, which owes to the denser rewards from a low-
level motion planner and good initialized policy based on
deformed Mt. From the perspective of modular pipeline,
global route planning and localization are regarded as input
in many existing learning-based driving solutions, since these
modules are relatively mature. We consider that learning
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Fig. 7: (a) shows the loss and reward curves for IL in SUMO using DAgger. (b) and (c) show the reward curve comparisons
for different training methods evaluated by rT (upper row) and rT +

∑
t rt (lower row): (b) RL policy with and without

proper initialization, (c) RL policy with and without hierarchy as well as dense training reward.

TABLE I: Comparisons in Town1 & Town2

Town1 Town2 (New weather)
MP
[9]

IL
[9]

RL
[9]

CIL
[3]

CIRL
[4]

CAL
[28]

MT
[34]

CILRS
[23]

ours MP
[9]

IL
[9]

RL
[9]

CIL
[3]

CIRL
[4]

CAL
[28]

MT
[34]

CILRS
[23]

ours

Straight 98 95 89 98 98 100 96 94 100 50 80 68 80 98 94 96 92 100
One turn 82 89 34 89 97 97 87 92 100 50 48 20 48 80 72 82 92 100

Navigation 80 86 14 86 93 92 81 88 100 47 44 6 44 68 68 78 88 100
Nav. dynamic 77 83 7 83 82 83 81 85 95 44 42 4 42 62 64 62 82 88

Fig. 8: Number of failures in 100 times tests. In each group,
four bars are for HBMP policy in Town3, in Town5, HBMP-
S policy in Town3, in Town5, respectively.

Fig. 9: Test results in 5 towns. We test the model 40 times
in each town and count the times of successes, out of lanes,
collisions, and red light violation.

Fig. 10: Some driving cases in various CARLA environments
including turning, single-lane driving, multi-lane driving,
waiting for green light and overtaking, etc.

Fig. 11: Our real-world experiments setup. On the left is the
road map in the campus satellite map. Right shows our test
platform, a vehicle equipped with 3D LiDAR and RTK-INS.

Fig. 12: The above two rows of pictures are the process of
autonomous lane change overtaking from the perspective of
aerial photography. The last row of pictures is the vehicle
lidar vision and trajectory planning.

motion planning may also be unnecessary as its maturity.
Hence the proposed HBMP formulation provides a theoretic
framework to couple results from classical motion planner
into learning, resulting in joint optimality. For the general-
ization, sensory input representation Mt is very important,
which is also a usual representation in classical methods, nat-
urally brings robustness across environments, enforcing the
network to learn the decision-making, rather than extracting
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invariant scene features. As a summary, it can be a good
choice to employ mature classical methods in the learning-
based solution, leaving the network to focus on the problem
that classical methods are not good at.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we formulate the autonomous driving as a
hierarchical behavior and motion planning problem. Then,
we show that this problem is equivalent to an RL problem
when the reward is an aggregation of optimal cost from a
low-level motion planner, which is achieved by employing
a sampling-based motion planner. Furthermore, we propose
a sharable sensory data representation i.e. deformed Mt to
initialize RL policy model by IL in event-based simulator
SUMO. In the experiment, we show that training HBMP pol-
icy is very efficient. It outperforms the comparative methods
on CARLA benchmark. Finally, the real-world experiment
verifies the good generalization ability of HBMP policy.
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